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Ito ang lahat ng sikreto tungkol sa pagtataka. Ito ang karunungan ng diyos nang pagsa-siya siya. Araw-araw na mas matindi pa rin. Siyamakal na rin tayong mga karunungan, kaya ang diyos sa isip kong nakikita kundi sanang humihiling ng
agos. Download freeFord is bringing back the Silverado and if the new Blazer fits that bill — and its dual rear wheels, center console and lights — the company’s Power Stroke truck engine can fit in just fine. The company has announced the
new Silverado will make its debut on June 22. The Silverado isn’t going away and it isn’t getting a facelift either. It is the company’s “most-capable truck” and here are a few new features we can expect. Ford engineers went back to their
roots to create the new Silverado. The truck is based off the T6 platform, which was used in the 1980s and 1990s on a variety of trucks and SUVs including the Explorer, Escort and Bronco and came in three engine configurations for the
Powerstroke diesel. The 2.8 L and 2.7 L Tigershark V6 engine and the 3.7 L V6 Tigershark V6 engine came standard with manual transmissions while the 5.3 L and 5.8 L Tigershark V8 came with automatic transmissions. In all, only the 5.8 L
and the 6.8 L models came with a six-speed automatic transmission. About Jeremy Goodell The product manager of Commercial Truck Talk has two obsessions: Aftermarket automotive performance parts and in-depth coverage of trucks,
especially the pickup truck. He has a bachelor’s degree in graphic design from the University of Southern California and a bachelor’s degree in journalism from Los Angeles City College.IAF deal for C130J aircraft worth $4 billion ISLAMABAD:
Pakistan military on Tuesday signed a contract with American company Textron for the procurement of 20 C-130J transport aircraft at an estimated cost of $4 billion. The deal also involves supply of a power unit for each aircraft, two air-toair refuellers for utility and
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